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SNJDC's Public Policy Breakfast featuring 
Ambassador Phil Murphy 

 

Our second Public Policy Speaker Series event featured a lunch with 
Ambassador Phil Murphy serving as the keynote speaker, whose 
arrival was met with great enthusiasm - and a long photo line of 
sponsors and guests. 

 
The program was kicked off with a call to order by SNJDC President 
Marlene Asselta providing an acknowledgement of the event's 
sponsors. Presenting Sponsor Michael Viscount, Partner at Fox 
Rothchild introduced Assemblyman Troy Singleton (D-7) to give 
welcoming remarks and introduce the luncheon's Title Sponsor Joe 
Devine, CEO of Kenney Health, who in turn introduced Ambassador 
Murphy. 

 
After some brief acknowledgements, Phil Murphy began by describing 
an "Incomplete Recovery" with fallen household incomes, property 
taxes up by 17% since 2010, college tuition up by 20% and employer 
based   health   care  premiums   up  40%   and  a   comparison   with 

Massachusetts' where GDP has outpaced NJ by 30%, job growth 7x more and household incomes 
up. 

 
Discussion then moved to positive plans for moving forward that will focus on investments in 
Innovation, Infrastructure & Higher Education envisioning community hubs such as Camden and 
Atlantic City where higher education spurs new growth; life sciences institutions such as Cooper 
Medical University & Rowan SOM providing research for the health systems to put to work. Murphy 
vowed to put NJ on the path to clean energy, with a goal of utilizing 100 percent renewable energy 
by 2050 and reclaiming the state's lead in wind and solar installations to capture the manufacturing 
of both. Investment in STEM heavy R & D to spur a high skill workforce trained in votech and county 
colleges with an apprentice program. Some final topics including investments in our infrastructure 
including the Camden/Glassboro Light Rail line and water infrastructure through a partnership with 
state and local government and water utilities. 



 

The program concluded with closing remarks by Tony Bianchini, Director of Communications, NE 
Regional Council of Carpenters. The event ended on an air of optimism. Although Phil Murphy 
acknowledges the plethora of issues New Jersey can improve upon, recent successes in other states 
highlight that New Jersey can put itself on the "proper path of growth" moving forward. 

 
Thank you to our sponsors! 

 
Title Sponsor: Kennedy Health 

 
Presenting Sponsors: AECOM, Fox Rothschild, Northeast Regional Council of Carpenters, STV 
Incorporated. 

 
Host Sponsors: Hill International, Phoenix Advisors, Sheet Metal Workers' Local Union 19, South 
Jersey Federal Credit Union. 

 
Supporting Sponsors: Bellia Print & Design, Republic Bank, Stokes Creative Group. 

Take a look at more pictures from the Public Policy Luncheon featuring Ambassador 
Murphy here! 

 
Thank you to Stokes Creative Group for providing photography for the event! 
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